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We live in a time where life is asking us to address our food and body
concerns in a whole new way. A more holistic way. A more positive and
uplifting way. And a truly effective way. Each one of us is here to be the
best version of who we can possibly be, and to give our greatest gifts.
This is our time.
And that’s why it’s so imperative that our relationship with food and body
is clearly one that nourishes us, rather than punishes us.
That’s because challenges such as weight, body image, overeating,
emotional eating binge eating, endless dieting, digestion, fatigue, mood
and more can drain our energy, sadden our soul, and cause us to hide
our light from the world.
We are so much better than that.
And one of the first steps we can take to create real and lasting change is
to approach our eating concerns from a different perspective.
So instead of looking at our issues with food and body as being about
just that - food and body - we need to take a truly holistic approach and
see how everything is connected, because indeed it is!

So let’s start with a simple game changing concept about our eating
challenges, and it’s this:
Our relationship with food is NOT just about food.
In all my years of research and working with clients, it’s a rare thing to
find someone whose eating concern is exclusively about the food itself.
Food is life.
The act of eating is a very intimate experience.
We take in food and it becomes who we are. And how we relate with
food is very often how we relate with life. When something isn’t going
the way we’d like it to at work for example, it makes perfect sense that
we’d reach for food. When we’re not getting the intimacy we truly want,
it’s reasonable that we might overeat. When we’re in an uncertain life
transition and we’re not sure what’s next It’s often an attractive strategy to regulate our emotional instability with food.
Food becomes a symbolic substitute for the places in our life that need
attention, or where we aren’t getting our needs met, or where we aren’t
acting in alignment with who we really are and what truly matters most to us.
It’s time to see our challenges with food in a whole new context.
So, I’d love for you to consider the idea that our personal and internal
world is just as important as nutrition in solving our food and body
challenges.

And in that spirit, we need to let go of the outdated belief that food is the
‘enemy’ - a dragon to be slayed at all costs.
Or the idea that we’re ‘failures’ or ‘weak’ when faced with challenges
around eating.
Instead, let’s embrace the reality that our relationship with food is our
best friend and teacher - really our guardian angel - with important
messages for us if we chose to listen.
This is the work we train our coaches to do with clients here at the
Institute.
And it just might be the most important work you can ever do with a
client. Helping others discover the hidden messages in their food and
body concerns is exciting work - the kind that requires excellent tools and
protocols to navigate this fascinating terrain with grace and confidence.
I know these are big ideas, and perhaps you’re wondering how they really
apply to you. So in the pages to follow, that’s exactly what I’m going to
share. I’ll show you how these concepts work in real life - and how they
can indeed can transform lives.
We’ll also look at 2 key concepts that are at the core of everything we
do here at the Institute - concepts that will help you see the power and
effectiveness of our Dynamic Eating Psychology approach.
But first, I’d like to share with you some words from Emily, Director of the
Institute. She is someone who has not only personally overcome her own
eating challenges, but by applying many of our principles, has experienced
a powerful transformation in her own life. Here it is in her own words:

Emily’s Story...

“Truth be told, I’ve had a pretty tumultuous journey with eating. For over
10 years, I struggled intensely with food. You name the eating issue. I
had it. I’ve dealt with weight gains and losses of over 80 pounds up and
down, intense food restriction, chronic dieting, overeating and binge
eating — even anorexia and bulimia. I trashed my body and put my
health at risk. I had a long list of symptoms including digestive distress,
headaches, rashes, exhaustion, anxiety, depression and more. I was
literally at death’s door several times.
I share this because I know so many people feel lonely, hopeless,
isolated and even crazy in their struggles with food and body. When we
suffer with disordered eating or ongoing health challenges, things can
feel completely out of control and with that there is often so much shame.
I want you to know that I get it. You are not alone, I have been there, and
I promise that there’s a light at the end of the tunnel.
It all started out innocently enough.
At 15, I decided to go on my first diet.
Crazy when you think about it - my body hadn’t even finished forming
itself and I was already trying to reshape it. Mold it into something I
thought would be better or ‘perfect’.
Frankly when I started down this path, my dieting had nothing to do with
being more healthy. It was all about trying to get back to the body I had
before puberty hit, the body I was used to, the body I thought people
would like more. I was so uncomfortable with my growing curves and
how my body now jiggled when I moved. Weight seemed to come out of
nowhere and I wanted it gone.
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Like millions of other teenage girls, I somehow became convinced that
fitting in and being liked was in part large part about looking a certain way.
I thought if only I was perfect, everything would be ok.
To make matters worse, I fell for a boy. He was a poet. Sweet. Brooding.
Brilliant. Mysterious. My best friend. I knew he had a bit of a crush on me,
I really liked him but I was absolutely terrified. I hated my body. He was
slim. I was not. I was consumed with so much self-loathing and doubt that
I kept wondering “How could he like me?” So I pushed him away. I kept
thinking if only I could ‘fix’ myself then and only then would I be able to
tell him how I really felt.
But things fell apart fast.
By the time I graduated high school, I had a full-blown eating disorder. I
was anorexic. Every day I counted calories, challenging myself to eat less
and less and exercise more and more. I punished myself with extra hours
on the Stairmaster and less food the following day if I ate even a little
more than planned. My world became smaller and smaller. I didn’t know I
was sick, I didn’t know I was thin, I couldn’t see myself.
I went off to college determined to finish fixing myself - always secretly
believing that if I just lost a little more weight and felt a little more
comfortable that I would be able to tell him how I felt and that we would
come back to each other one day.

But unfortunately that was never to be. A few months into my freshman
year, I received the news that he had passed away. And just like that,
he was gone forever. News of his death shattered me. I was utterly and
completely devastated.
And that’s when things got really bad.
Soon thereafter, I found myself sitting in my room eating packet after
packet of dry uncooked oatmeal, washing them down with diet soda. I
didn’t know what was happening but I couldn’t stop eating. I didn’t stop
until I was so full I couldn’t move and I passed out. That night turned into
days, weeks months of binging. I put on 30 pounds in just a few short
weeks and just kept gaining weight from there. I would binge eat for
hours, out of control. My life became a living hell.
I was in a full blown war with my body, my appetite, and ultimately myself.
I felt broken and powerless. I was in such a dark place, but I vowed I’d
find a way out.
I devoured everything I could find about nutrition. I went to workshops
and therapies. The good news was that I was so inspired by everything
I learned that I felt eager to share it. I began to coach and teach and
got an amazing position in a children’s camp as a nutrition and culinary
director. And I noticed something else quite remarkable.

The more I engaged with others and shared the valuable information I
knew, the less I was obsessed about food and my body.
To put it simply, the more fulfilled I became personally and professionally,
the less I needed to fill up with food.
And I began to heal…
I can’t emphasize enough how serving others was such an important
catalyst in healing my relationship with food. I learned that we don’t need
to be perfect to help people. We simply needed to be one step ahead of
them, and be willing to share what we know.
Without a doubt though my biggest breakthroughs happened when I was
introduced to the Institute and Dynamic Eating Psychology.
Through applying the tools and teachings I learned, I experienced a
transformation that I frankly never imagined could be possible for me.
Today I finally feel empowered in my relationship with my food. I no
longer struggle with digestive issues. I enjoy food like never before. My
appetite has normalized and my health has returned.”
I hope you can see that there truly is a light at the end of the tunnel
for anyone going through a food or body challenge. I’ve seen so many
success stories over the years from those who have done the deep
work on self, and who were fortunate enough to have the right kind of
help and support.

A Powerful
Formula

Of all the things I’ve learned over the years, there’s one concept that
stands out from all the rest really puts things in perspective.
This concept, which I like to think of more as a magic formula is this:
Personal Power = Metabolic Power.
This is SO important, and what it means is this:
When we empower ourselves, when we start to make shifts in our
personal life and inner world, when we put our attention on becoming
the best possible version of who we can be - the body then has the best
opportunity to reach its greatest potential.
In other words, we can see corresponding changes in our physical and
metabolic world as we work on our inner world.
Can you see the possibilities here?
At the end of the day, while good nutrition is so important to our health,
it’s simply not enough. To access our true metabolic power, we also need
to be empowered personally.
When we become the best we can be, our body has the best chance to
do the same.
Simply put, who we are as biological beings is inseparable from who we
are as people.
Food issues are rarely ‘just’ about food or calorie counting. Food issues
often run deeper.
Our eating challenges inevitably take us on a journey to other areas of
our lives where our real issues originate: self worth, the need for love and
connection, past hurts, unfulfilled hopes and dreams, and more.

Emotional
Metabolism

This is why it’s just as important to pay attention to emotional metabolism
as it is to nutritional metabolism. Just as we can walk through life
eating junk food and unknowingly harm our health, so too can we go
through life constantly generating and taking in ‘junk food emotions’ constant worry, jealousy, judgment, fear, unwarranted anger, self-attack,
disappointment and others.
And this isn’t just some fanciful notion. It’s rooted in biochemistry.
The late great scientist Candace Pert wrote a fascinating book called
Molecules of Emotion. She highlighted how every thought and feeling
has a chemical equivalent in the body. Which makes perfect sense - we
are biochemical beings. So the molecules of emotion such as dopamine,
serotonin, phenylethylamine, endorphins, enkephalins and others are the
messengers that bridge the gap in our emotional and metabolic worlds.
When we hold back our emotions, or mask them, whether it’s our anger,
grief, fear, love or desire, we essentially become emotionally constipated.
The result?
A sluggish emotional metabolism.
A buildup of emotional content and stress in our system that desperately
needs an outlet. And often we try to alleviate the stress and discomfort
with something that makes us feel better. Like food.
So, for many people, overeating, binge eating, and emotional eating are
actually ways for our emotions to ‘call out’ for attention. And when we
give those feelings the attention they deserve, the result is not just a
better emotional metabolism, but a happier relationship with food.
Real breakthroughs happen when we work on both the nutritional and the
personal dimensions of life. When the two dance together, they create far
more potential for transformation that either could do on their own.

Tracy’s Story

Here’s a story that I believe beautifully illustrates this concept of
Personal Power = Metabolic Power
It’s a story about a woman I worked with named Tracy.
Tracy was 45, married, and in close, loving relationship with her husband
and her two kids, aged 15 and 17.
Tracy was super smart, too. A stay at home Mom, she boasted a Master’s
degree in education that she was hoping to use one day. Super nice to
everyone, Tracy was a people pleaser, always trying to resolve conflict
and bring people together.
In her early adolescent years, she had a good relationship with her body,
but people were constantly saying things to her like, “Oh my goodness,
you have such a pretty face, if only you could lose some weight.”
And that’s the shifting sand upon which Tracy had built her self-image
over the years. If only she could lose some weight became her mantra…
In the back of her mind, she was always thinking, everyone says I’m so
sweet and so smart but if I lose weight… then I’d finally be loveable.

When I met Tracy, she acknowledged she’d been dieting since age 13.
She ‘only’ wanted to lose 20 pounds - but those 20 pounds had basically
been haunting her for over 30 years.
And in her effort to cast out the unwanted weight, Tracy went to
extremes. She would torture herself with extreme low calorie diets and
grueling exercise regimes, sometimes up to 2-3 hours a day.
And while she would actually succeed in losing some of the weight, she
never managed to keep it off. That’s because her intense dieting and
exercise were impossible to sustain over the long term. So eventually she
would stop the diet, start the binging, and the weight would inevitably
find its way back on, like clockwork.
When I first met Tracy, she was frustrated, fed up, and losing hope.
Tracy had been attacking her weight and her body for a very long time
through all the extreme dieting, exercising and hurtful thoughts.
We know from our work here at the Institute that when we stress the
body, we literally create stress chemistry. Specifically, this means
elevated levels of insulin and cortisol.
And when these 2 hormones stay elevated day in and day out, they can
signal the body to store weight and fat rather than to get rid of it. In
other words, stressing the body in thoughts, words or actions sets up a
metabolism that is the exact opposite of what we want!

So Tracy and I got to work on 4 distinct places:
First, we looked at her relationship with her body. For Tracy, her body
had never felt like home. Instead, she was ashamed of it. After several
sessions, I pointed out to her that she seemed to live in a constant state
of apology for her weight. She agreed.
I explained that this is another way of saying you live in a state of
conditional love.
On the one hand, she’s saying, “Yes, I love myself. I feel good about who
I am as a mother, as a wife, as a member of the community. But on the
other hand she’s saying “But my body is not okay. And I won’t love it until
it’s ‘perfect’.”
In essence, Tracy had a huge toxic belief about herself that was holding
her back.
Second, in terms of her day-to-day routine, I knew we needed to do
something COMPLETELY different. I wasn’t going to dream up another
extreme diet or exercise regime - she’d been doing that kind of nonsense
for 30 years and it just hadn’t worked.
So I put Tracy on a 4 month ‘no-diet’ diet.

That meant no dieting of any kind for 120 days. No scale. No weighing.
No mental goal of losing weight. NOTHING.
In fact, the 4 month no-diet diet was kind of a Trojan horse. I was asking
her to let go of all the diet nonsense. But what I was REALLY doing was
inviting Tracy to be herself. I was inviting her to step into her personal
power. I was inviting her to STOP trying to change her physical form in
the hopes that would ‘fix’ everything and everyone would start loving her.
I was asking her to start being the real Tracy right now.
Third, I asked her to stop the people pleasing.
I suggested that she had been a people pleaser all her life because she
wanted to be accepted even though she couldn’t lose weight. She didn’t
want to be teased at school, so she wisely became a ‘people pleaser’ to
compensate. It makes perfect sense. But that strategy no longer works.
It’s not the real Tracy.
I challenged her that for the next 4 months while she’s on a “no-diet diet”
to ask herself, “Who is the real me? How would the real me - not the
people pleaser in me - conduct myself?”
I watched Tracy visibly relax. She grew more peaceful as I shared with her
about not dieting. She said it would be an absolute relief to not have to
worry 24/7 about her weight, her food, her calories, her appetite, and her
supposed shortcomings.
She also was looking forward to being a little more mean and spicey!

And last but not least, I asked Tracy to slow down her eating.
She was a very fast eater. Fast eating is problematic because the brain
fails to register taste, pleasure, aroma, satisfaction - all the necessary
cues that brain and gut require for scanning the nutrient profile of the
food and for natural appetite regulation.
When the brain ‘misses’ the eating experience, it de-regulates your
appetite.
Eating fast is also a stressor - so it signals the body that there’s a survival
issue - which there isn’t - which leads to a physiologic stress response,
along with elevated insulin and cortisol, decreased digestive and
assimilative capacity, and a decrease in day in day out calorie burning
capacity!
So I coached her to slow down, take deep breaths, relax as she ate,
enjoy her food, and embrace the sensuousness of the eating experience.
In effect, I was asking her to STOP fighting her food and to instead
welcome it as the sustainable, vibrant, life-giving nourishment that it is.
I was asking her to STOP seeing food as the enemy, something to ‘hurry
through, and to simply enjoy and celebrate it like a best friend.

So with 4 deceptively simple steps: reviewing toxic beliefs, going on a
no-diet diet, letting go of her ‘people pleasing’ tendencies and slowing
down her eating, Tracy emerged a renewed woman.
This is the power of Mind Body Eating Coaching.
After only a few months, the binge eating stopped.
So did the extreme dieting and grueling exercise regimes.
The people pleasing, fearful 13 year old girl in her who was convinced
that she would only get approval if her body was perfect had been
replaced by an empowered, beautiful and relaxed woman. And not
surprisingly, her personal empowerment was accompanied by a physical,
metabolic change.
Within 4 months she had lost almost 10 pounds even though she was
eating more food and taking in more calories than ever before.
Tracy felt great, looked great and was radiant.
She had finally ‘let go’ of the relentless fight, and was experiencing
freedom.
She had reset her metabolic thermostat by accessing her own individual
power, a living breathing testament to our formula: Personal Power =
Metabolic Power

Helping Others

Of course there was more to the work I did in my sessions with Tracy, but
I wanted to cover the highlights for you so you can see what’s possible
with Mind Body Eating Coaching.
People have a lot in the way of getting where they want to go with their
eating challenges - and it’s simply not enough to work with nutrition
alone. If Tracy had only worked with diet and exercise, she could have
never had such far reaching results.
And that’s exactly why we need trained practitioners in the world who
know and understand how to work with this approach.
A knowledge of Eating Psychology is essential to help people get to the
root of their food, body and health concerns.
And this is precisely what we train our students to do in our Mind Body
Eating Coach Certification Training.
I saw a giant need for this work so I created a professional educational
experience where we do a deep dive into the distinctions, tools and
protocols needed to use eating psychology in a far-reaching and
effective way.

The best part of my job is not only helping people transform, but seeing
them be so inspired and moved by this work that they share it with
others - which is exactly what Tracy did when she became one of my first
students.
Tracy’s story, from living in a people-pleasing food prison to being an
empowered Mind Body Eating Coach helping others brings us to the
second powerful formula I’d love to share with you.
It’s a cornerstone of our work at the Institute, and that formula is this:
Personal Transformation = Professional Excellence.
This formula simply means that the more headway you make in your own
evolution and growth - that is, the more you improve YOUR relationship
with food - the better equipped you’ll be to help others experience real
transformation.
I was so grateful for my own healing around food and body that I was
compelled to share what I learned with others. My professional work is an
outgrowth of work on self.

Our willingness to do personal development directly impacts our
effectiveness as a coach, counselor, or practitioner.
This doesn’t mean you need to completely resolve all your challenges
with food and body.
It simply highlights that when you’re willing to be a work in progress, you
are well able to guide clients from a place of empowerment.
The food and body challenges that millions of us face are huge. This is
why we need more trained Eating Psychology Coaches out in the world.
Practitioners that can help people finally break free.
Facilitating your client’s journey into freedom - helping them let go of
their eating struggles so they can finally realize their greatest potential-is deeply fulfilling and nourishing.
I see it as some of the noblest of work. And I know the world is hungry for
a new way, an approach that’s effective, sustainable and gets to the heart
of the matter.
Life is short and precious, and the time is now to help each other find a
way through our weight challenges, body image concerns, overeating,
binge eating, emotional eating, endless dieting and any unwanted health
concern.
As always, I so appreciate your time, your energy, and your commitment
to a better world.

